Comparing two types of navigational interfaces for Virtual Reality
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Abstract. Previous studies suggest significant differences between navigating virtual environments in a life-like walking manner (i.e., using treadmills or walk-in-place techniques) and virtual navigation (i.e., flying while really standing). The latter option, which usually involves hand-centric devices (e.g., joysticks), is the most common in Virtual Reality-based studies, mostly due to low costs, less space and technology demands. However, recently, new interaction devices, originally conceived for videogames have become available offering interesting potentialities for research. This study aimed to explore the potentialities of the Nintendo Wii Balance Board as a navigation interface in a Virtual Environment presented in an immersive Virtual Reality system. Comparing participants’ performance while engaged in a simulated emergency egress allows determining the adequacy of such alternative navigation interface on the basis of empirical results. Forty university students participated in this study. Results show that participants were more efficient when performing navigation tasks using the Joystick than with the Balance Board. However there were no significantly differences in the behavioral compliance with exit signs. Therefore, this study suggests that, at least for tasks similar to the studied, the Balance Board have good potentiality to be used as a navigation interface for Virtual Reality systems.
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1. Introduction

Such as object manipulation, the displacement between two points, being with purely exploratory goals or connected to the execution of a task, is one fundamental human capability, expected in any environment, even virtual ones. An unnatural, intrusive and cognitively demanding navigation can become an influential factor over the results of studies that use Virtual Reality (VR), compromising its validity.

Therefore, by its relevance, the navigation quality becomes a critical requirement for the interaction in Virtual Environments (VE), with a great impact in the quality of the experience. However, due to various reasons, many of them technological, the navigation in VEs is often quite limited, being away from what is the walking experience in the real world. For example, the lack of proprioceptive cues and energy consumption that are associated to walking in the real world, transforms the navigation in a kind of “sliding through the world” experience.

Among the more obvious consequences of this limitation is the reduction of the sense of presence (e.g., [16]) that, paradoxically, is promoted by the use of an immersive system (e.g, Head-Mounted Displays). Another notable consequence is the potential reduction of ecological validity since it affects the way the user moves [13], which can compromise
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some studies. In this regard, stands out for example, studies that assess the quality of wayfinding (e.g., [3, 4, 7]), studies that evaluate the human behavior during an emergency egress (e.g., [5, 10]) or those that evaluate compliance with warnings (e.g., [14, 15]).

There are several types of interfaces used for navigation in VEs. In generic terms, it is possible to classify interfaces in two groups: passive and active. The main characteristic, that allows differentiating between the groups, is the physical activity of the user. That is, with a passive interface (e.g., joystick) the user remains stationary, almost always in a seated position, without spending much energy. In contrast, the real movement of the user’s body, spending more energy, is typical of active interfaces (e.g., treadmills, pedaling devices, step-in-place systems).

Previous studies suggest a trend towards better performance with active navigation devices. Change et al. [21] suggest that spatial orientation improves more when users are allowed to physically turn and translate than when they do it virtually. Bakker et al. [18] found that vestibular feedback increases the accuracy in determining the angle of the turn.

Reviewing the literature, it can be verified that the joystick has been one of the most used navigation interface in VR related studies. This popularity can be related not only with economic (i.e., low cost of the device), operational (i.e., off-the-shelf product) and technological aspects (i.e. ease of integration in the VR systems) but also with aspects related with the ease of use and the degree of familiarity of the users with these products. The familiarity of the users with the interface can affect the performance, as well as the required time for training, which is necessary to ensure that all the participants attain equal skill level in controlling the device.

Additionally, besides the already mentioned consequences, the hand-centric passive navigation interfaces, also usually limit the manipulation of objects in VEs, because the hand(s) are used for the navigation.

To try to overcome these limitations, other types of active interfaces have been developed for navigation in VEs. Some solutions use the lower-body to control the movement (e.g., [1, 9]) and others use the complete body (e.g., [16]).

These interfaces, despite the promising results, are not still in a commercial form, or in some cases (e.g., [6, 8, 19]) place demands that are impractical for many laboratories such as large space for the device and frequent, specialized maintenance with high costs.

In this context, recently there is an increase of interest, from researchers, in the use of devices developed for the gaming industry. These interfaces, available at accessible costs, offer interesting potentialities to be used in VR systems as innovative ways to interact with VEs.

The Nintendo® Wii Balance Board (Balance Board hereafter), is one of those examples that can use the shift of weight over it to control the navigation in a VE. Although it is not, definitely, an active navigation interface, the Balance Board presents some characteristics that approximates it from that group, namely due to the increase of energy spending and the upright position of the user. Another advantage is that it frees the user’s hands for a greater possibility of object manipulation inside the VE.

This exploratory study had as its main objective to explore the potentialities of the Balance Board as an alternative navigation interface in VEs. It was compared the performance of participants in an emergency egress in a VE, using a passive interface (i.e., Joystick) versus using the Balance Board.

The following variables were measured for the comparison: compliance with the exit signs, time spent and distance travelled in the simulation.

The choice of an emergency egress as a study task, is mainly supported by the increased cognitive demands for the participants and that will promote the evaluation of the real impact of the interface on the success of the task, since the effect of stress in human performance is well known, namely in visual attention, decision making and motor control (e.g., [2, 12]), even in routine tasks. Therefore, it is expected that the performance decreases in navigation interfaces that place more cognitive demands to the user.

The results of this study can be useful to support the decision to continue to develop processes to integrate the Balance Board, as an alternative navigation interface for VEs, in immersive VR systems.

2. Method

2.1. Study’s design and protocol

The study used a between-subject design with two experimental conditions (Balance Board and Joystick). The experimental conditions were compared through a search task in a VE using the following performance variables: Time spent, Distance travelled and Behavioral compliance with exit signs.
Time spent is the time, in seconds, that the participant takes to complete the simulation. Distance travelled is the total distance, in meters, that the participant travelled in the simulation. Behavioral compliance is given by the number of correct choices at the T-shaped intersections, at the first attempt, that is, turns towards the direction indicated by the exit sign.

The experimental session was divided in four stages: a) introduction to the study; b) training; c) simulation; and d) follow-up interview.

a) The experimental session started with the signing of a consent form and participants were instructed that they could end the experiment at any time. After that, they were introduced about the study and the equipment that they would be using to interact in the simulation. To reduce the possibility that participants could deliberately try to perform better with a specific navigation interface, participants were told that the main objective of the study was to validate new VR software, being developed at the laboratory, which automatically captures human interaction’s data.

b) The training stage consisted in placing the participants in a training VE so they could familiarize themselves with the equipment. The VE was a small room with a pillar in the center and a connection to a zigzag type of corridor. Participants were asked to explore the VE freely until they felt able to control the navigational interface. At that time, the researcher asked the participants to go around the pillar in both directions and to go up to the end of the corridor. If the participants could fulfill these goals without difficulties, the researcher would start the simulation stage.

c) In the simulation stage, participants were told that they were in an emergency egress and they had to get out of a building (described in topic 2.3) in the minimum amount of time possible. During the simulation there was a fire alarm sound that played for the duration of the simulation. The simulation ended when the participant reached the end point of the building, if the participants stated that wanted to stop the simulation or after 10 minutes (stopped by the researcher).

d) After the simulation, participants engaged in an exploratory free-style follow-up interview regarding the difficulties that they experienced in the simulation and their opinion regarding the navigation interface used.

2.2. Sample

Forty university students participated in this study, equally distributed in gender and number (20 males and 20 females) by the two experimental conditions.

Participants had between 19 and 34 years old for the Joystick condition (mean = 22.9, SD = 3.32) and between 18 and 29 years old for the Balance Board condition (mean = 21.10, SD = 3.11).

The criteria used for the acceptance of participants was: participants had to be university students, between 18 and 35 years old, fluent in Portuguese, no color vision deficiencies (verified by the Ishihara Test [20]), could not use glasses (corrective lenses allowed) because of a characteristic of the HMD, that did not allow the use of glasses. Also, participants had no problems that could prevent them from participating or would be aggravated by the participation in the experiment (reported by them).

2.3. Virtual Environment

The VE was created with the emergency egress in mind. As such, the VE was designed as a set of six T-shaped intersections, where only one option (left/right) provides access to the next exit and the other option presented a closed door (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1 - Top view of the Virtual Environment](image-url)

Each intersection was marked by a capital letter label, so participants would not feel disoriented, thinking that they were always returning to the same location. The exit signs were placed at each intersection to mark the routes of egress and their dimensions were 30 by 15 cm and were placed in the wall at 2.20 m from the floor.

The VE was modeled in Autodesk 3dsMax v2009 and exported through the plugin OgreMax v1.6.23 to be presented by the ErgoVR system [11].
2.4. Equipment

The equipment used was: (a) A magnetic motion tracker from Ascension-Tech®, model Flock of Birds, with 6DOF, used for the motion detection of the head; (b) Head-Mounted Display from Sony®, model PLM-S700E; (c) Wireless headphones from Sony®, model MDR-RF800RK; (d) Graphics Workstation with an Intel® i7 processor, 8 Gigabytes of RAM and a nVIDIA® QuadroFX4600.

The only difference between the conditions was the navigation interface used, that is, the Nintendo® Wii Balance Board and a Thrustmaster® USB Joystick.

2.5. Navigation

In this study, two types of navigation interfaces were used, a Balance Board and a Joystick.

The Balance Board is a device that has four pressure sensors, one on each corner (see Figure 2). This device gives the weight detected from each sensor and also the center of balance. The center of balance is the projection of the center of mass on the platform.

![Balance Board](image)

Figure 2 – Balance Board (up-side down view on the right)

The movement in the VE is made by shifting more weight to the desired direction in the Balance Board, that is, if someone wants to move forward, it should apply more weight on the two sensors in the front. If someone wants to change direction in the VE, it should apply more weight on the two sensors on the left or right side. That movement is represented in the VE as a rotation of the virtual body of the person to the desired direction. Also, the more weight applied, the faster the corresponding movement.

The response of the Joystick in the simulation is identical, that is, if someone moves the Joystick forward, that represents a forward movement in the VE, and if someone moves the Joystick to the left or to the right, it represents a rotation of the virtual body to the desired direction, just like it happens in the Balance Board. Also, the movement speed is directly proportional to the way that the Joystick is tilted.

3. Results

The statistical analysis, performed in IBM® SPSS® Statistics v19, was conducted at a 5% significance level.

For this study, the dependent variables assessed, which were collected automatically by the ErgoVR system were: Time spent, Distance travelled and Behavioral compliance with exit signs.

The Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test was used to evaluate behavioral compliance differences between the experimental conditions (see Figure 3), i.e. number of times the participants went correctly in the direction indicated by the exit sign. Results (U = 173; W = 383; p = .461) show that there were no significant differences between the Joystick users (mdn = 5.0) and the Balance Board users (mdn = 5.0).
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Figure 3 – Boxplot for the behavioral compliance with exit signs

Two non-parametric Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) tested the differences regarding time spent and distance travelled between the experimental conditions, after controlling for the effect of behavioral compliance.

Results from the non-parametric ANCOVA show that the time spent (see Figure 4) by the Joystick users in the simulation (mdn = 84.48 s) was significantly lower than for the Balance Board users (mdn = 147.15 s), after removing the effect of the behavioral compliance, with F(1, 38) = 44.585 and p < .001.
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Figure 4 – Boxplot for Time Spent
Regarding the distance travelled (see Figure 5), results from the non-parametric ANCOVA show that Joystick users (mdn = 199.61 m) travelled significantly less distance than the Balance Board users (mdn = 461.67 m), after removing the effect of the behavioral compliance, with $F(1, 38) = 64.961$ and $p < .001$.

![Boxplot of Distance travelled](image)

**Figure 5 – Boxplot for Distance travelled**

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Diverse interfaces can be used to allow participants to navigate in a VE. Those interfaces can differ regarding the degree they replicate the real human walking. In spite of the interest about this subject, there are few empirical comparisons reported in literature involving devices originally developed for the game industry.

In this context, this exploratory study aimed to investigate the differences between navigating using a common joystick and using the Balance Board, while performing an emergency egress in a VE. For such, several measurements were compared: compliance with the exit signs, time spent and distance travelled in the simulation.

The results show no significant differences on compliance between participants using both devices. However, statistical significant differences exist between the two evaluated interfaces, in the time spent and distance travelled in the simulation.

These results suggest that, although exerting influence on the participants’ navigation ability, by making them travel different distances with different velocities, the devices did not influence, in a significant manner, their ability to accomplish the given task (i.e., find the way out of the VE).

The higher values (worse performance) in time spent and distance travelled in the Balance Board users might be connected to the navigation style adopted. According to the informal opinions from the participants, the rotation movement was somehow cumbersome and sometimes they had to “think” before moving. This might happened as a result of a lower adaptation time than they probably required. However, the use of the Balance Board showed more enthusiasm from the participants than the use of a Joystick.

For future work, we can see different paths at the moment. One is the improvement of the rotational movement that got the worst critics from the participants, mainly because they had to change directions rapidly in somehow confined spaces and the participants had more trouble to do so with the Balance Board than with the Joystick.

Another path is to improve the training moment for the Balance Board, in order to be less subjective, with pre-defined criteria and navigational tasks that could be automatically analyzed and therefore only allow passing to the simulation stage when the participants fulfill those training tasks.

Future work should also assess the impact of navigation interfaces in the sense of presence and simulator-sickness.

The present research shows that for VR-based studies, where performance variables such as time spent and distance travelled are not important, the use of the Balance Board (created as a game interface) is a viable option.
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